PLAY THE GHOST OF GRATITUDE GAME
a generous twist on "tag, you're it"

TO PLAY, YOU WILL NEED:
One object the class agrees is the OFFICIAL SYMBOL OF GRATITUDE.

This item should be relatively small & unique. A smooth painted stone can be a fun object to use (you can even have the whole class paint stones as an art exercise leading up to the game!)

Follow these steps:

1. SELECT A GRATITUDE GHOST
   Start by secretly designating one student as "IT."
   No one but you & the student should know the identity!
   Secretly give them the official gratitude object (stone, etc.), which they should keep hidden.

2. WHOEVER IS "IT" SECRETLY DOES GENEROUS ANONYMOUS GESTURES WITHOUT BEING DETECTED. Fun tip: if you think you know who it is..... don't tell!
   Examples: leaving a small gift for someone to find, cleaning up or putting something away to help, leaving a kind note "I am grateful for you", decorating a locker, getting one's favorite coffee drink, etc..

3. AFTER AT LEAST 1 FUN GESTURE, THE GRATITUDE GHOST MUST SECRETLY PASS ON THE OFFICIAL SYMBOL OF GRATITUDE, TAGGING A NEW GHOST.
   Encourage getting everyone involved, so everyone gets to give & receive.

4. WHEN EVERY STUDENT HAS GIVEN & RECEIVED.... HAVE THE CLASS GUESS WHO'S IT!
   This fun game can last a day or a week. Have fun, and celebrate recounting all the gifts of gratitude. Discuss what fun things were received and how it made the students feel to receive secret gestures of gratitude... How can we carry this out to the world?
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